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Abstract
Paying attention to the views of the elderly and identifying their understanding of old age can be great help for proper consideration about their needs and problems. The purpose of this study was to understand the predominant experience of elderly people of aging. Hermeneutics phenomenology was used to collect data, and the van Manen's method was implemented to analyze those data. The required data was collected by having 10 deep semi-structured interviews with the elderly from Tehran, Mashhad and Gonabad–cities, Iran, and then was analyzed for the explanation of the notion of old-age. Three views that were extracted aging agony, lost independence and marginalization. These can reflect the negative viewpoints of the elderly about the aging phenomenon. The elderly’s aging description can provide experts and employees in various sanitary, training and social departments with invaluable data in order to decrease the current problems facing the elderly to plan for their future and better communicate with them, and finally enhance the available knowledge about elderly and their quality of life.
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Introduction
According to the United Nations, the phenomenon of aging population is an unprecedented and pervasive one which has emerged as a worldwide issue. Extensive and rapid demographic changes have put Iran in those countries which would have a larger population composition of elderly by the mid-twenty-first century. Despite the increasing growth of the elderly population and changes in the population pyramid there has not been any focus on this vulnerable group in society [1]. On other hand, it is necessary to comprehend their cognition and experiences of old age to become better aware of the health status and
individual identity of people in their middle and old age [2].

The self-perception at the old age determines the extent of satisfaction and adaptation with the age-related changes [3]. The feeling of old age refers to the cultural and social experiences of each person at this age. It can be stated that paying attention to all perceptible, evaluation, and interpretation aspects are also included in this notion [4,5].

Since the phenomenon of old age is affected by geographical, health, social and economic structures so there is no doubt that understanding it through research will pave the way for a better capability to offer services and designs in preventive measures and health care fields. Most conducted investigations in the field of aging cognition were mainly focused on different scientific and specialized aspects, but just a few studies have examined it in terms of the elderly's viewpoints [6-8]. Undoubtedly, the description of this period of life by the elderly will reflect a more direct and tangible narration with the help of which in most writers’ opinions, nurses and members of health teams would be able to plan better measures to ensure the health and independence of the elderly [7,9,10].

**Method**

The present study Sampling was performed from December 2014 to March 2015, used Max van Manen's hermeneutic phenomenology to explore the life experiences of older people about concept of aging. Participants were selected through purposive sampling which continued until the saturation of data and until the researcher had achieved rich in-depth data on the phenomenon under scrutiny [11].

The study inclusion criteria:

- Being 65 years or older
- Having the ability to speak in Persian (Farsi)
- Having no confirmed psychiatric diseases and the lack of visual impairment hearing loss
- Score 7 or up on the Iranian version of the Abbreviated Mental Test Score to measure cognitive functioning (AMTtest).

Maximum variation sampling was used to select participants from diverse backgrounds in terms of age, gender, education and socioeconomic status. Five old female and five old male aged 65 to 92 were interviewed. Five of them were widowed and five were married. They had diverse educational backgrounds, ranging from mere literacy to doctoral degrees.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences. (USWR. REC.1393.136)

All participants were provided with information about the research's aim in a preliminary informal meeting and then both verbal and written consent for audio-taped interviews were obtained. The confidentiality of data was assured that they were informed participation in the study was voluntary and that they could refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.

In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted using "What does the term aging make you think of?", and "How do you feel about being older?". The participants were also asked to describe their own experiences of the phenomenon of aging, and whenever they digressed from describing the participants, the researcher, directed them back to the phenomenon in question by asking a guiding question such as, "Could you elaborate on this point?" and "Please provide an example for further clarification". The mean duration of each interview was 55 minutes. All the interviews were digitally recorded with the older individuals’ consent.

The researcher listened to the interviews several times transcribed their content and conducted thematic analyses on them [3]. A holistic and selective approach was adopted in this study to separate the thematic statements. For further clarification of the content, each interview was reviewed several times by the researcher during the stage of the theme and sub-theme extraction. Then themes and sub-themes emerging from each interview were integrated in order for the main themes and sub-themes of the interviews to be identified and for the aging
phenomenon to be explained according to van Manen's method [12].
The trustworthiness of the qualitative results was evaluated based on the credibility, confirmability, dependability and transferability of the data. To assess the credibility of the data, the results obtained were distributed among the participants for them to verify whether they matched their accounts of their experiences of aging. The results were constantly discussed with experts over several meetings; in some cases, sections of the interview texts were analyzed separately by the experts. The study documents were preserved in a safe place to help the conformability of the study in the future. The researcher's interest in the aging phenomenon prolonged immersion in the phenomenon and her attempts to seek the views of others also guaranteed the conformability of the results.

Results
In the present study, 10 elderly participants (5 males and 5 females) with an mean age of 76.9 years old took part. The results were obtained in sub-themes and themes.

Aging Agony: The first theme is aging agony which was divided into two sub-themes, difficulty accepting aging decline and feeling resentment at others’ negative viewpoints regarding old age.
Low self-esteem was implied in most of the elderly’s statements which can be an outcome of their considering physical and performance changes:
"You see my face; no longer have I the old beauty. As a youth, I didn’t like old people, and now I think people have the same feeling towards me. I feel resentment if someone comes over and does not drink some tea; I’d think they don’t like me. Now, I’m ashamed of my walking style because I see my crooked legs and walking stick. Now, I don’t look into the mirror with so many wrinkles and ugliness." (76-year-old female)
Inappropriate views of others towards the elderly either in verbal or behavioral form leaves them with the feeling that aging is a sort of agony threatening the position and previous dignity of the elderly in the society.

Lost Independence:
The other theme was Lost Independence. All the elderly were worried about being able to keep their independence in the face of increasing inability. This theme consists of two subthemes entitled threats to individual autonomy and dependence problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Themes</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging Agony</td>
<td>A difficulty accepting decline from aging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling resentment at others’ negative viewpoints regarding old age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost Independence</td>
<td>Threats to individual autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependence problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginalization</td>
<td>Being alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling lonesome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aging Agony: ‘When they see your age, they don’t care about you, and if they do something for you, it’ll be reluctantly. This is very irritating. I feel their behavior has dramatically changed towards us; as if we are other different people.’ (With a lump in his throat)

Lost Independence: The other theme was Lost Independence. All the elderly were worried about being able to keep their independence in the face of increasing inability. This theme consists of two subthemes entitled threats to individual autonomy and dependence problems.

Threats to Individual Autonomy: The reduction of physical ability and tolerating illnesses with aging were mentioned as threats to the individual autonomy of the elderly.

Participants 4: a 76-year-old man
‘Every day you’re concerned whether you’d be able to do your tasks yourself. I wish, like many others’ is not to be dependent someone else till my death. They say pray for this, but as we get older, we see many more hard tasks which used to be easy.’
The subtheme of dependency problems refers to the suffering in the elderly and their caregivers resulting from dependency.

Participant 1: a 92-year old woman
‘To hurt people because of being old is irritating. Sometimes when I wake up, I notice I’d wet the whole bed by urinating, and this child, with that pain in his (her) leg has to wash it. Shame on me!’

Marginalization: For marginalization, subthemes suggested that the elderly feel loneliness in various forms, leading to reactions and to the worst feelings they have ever experienced.

The subtheme being alone refers to worries stemming from the elderly’s staying alone physically:
Participant 5: 85-year-old woman
‘When I am alone, I’m worried that if I fall down or suddenly become ill, who’s here to help me? Or if a thief or someone comes to me, I can do nothing. It’s so difficult.’

Feeling lonesome was a subtheme related not to staying alone physically, but to feel so even when among people.
Participant 1: a 92-year-old woman:
‘Since morning, children are at work and when they come home, they’re busy doing their own works and talking to one another. Looking at them, I feel they’re not in the mood for speaking to me. Loneliness is hard; you get sad.’

**Discussion**
The type of feeling in old age depends on the cultural and social background of the society where aging is happening. So it is a necessity to study aging in various societies [4].

The Iranian elderly people’s experience of old age is a unique one formed under specific cultural and social factors. The main themes of understanding old age based on analyzing the elderly participant’s statements were aging agony, lost independence, and marginalization. The theme aging agony represents a condition referred to by older people which includes resentment as signs of aging (facial wrinkles, bent body, being slow at tasks) and even disgust at hearing the word of aging.

Further, they suffer in aging because of negative attitudes by others such as disrespect, ignoring, rejecting, and scornful looks. Some part of the perception is related to others’ reactions vis-à-vis this phenomenon [10,13,14]. That is how the others react towards the elderly and the feeling the individual acquires from these reactions.

Although there are positive and negative stereotypes about aging, negative stereotypes have a greater impact and the significance of them in relation to losing one’s vitality affects health and life expectancy of the elderly [15]. The results of a meta-analysis also showed the effects of negative stereotypes to be three times more than positive ones in the elderly [14]. In the literature about sociology of aging and related studies, it is mentioned that the feeling of the elderly towards aging has been changed from a positive view (value of aging, respect for experience and aging) to a negative one (being a worthless burden [4,10,16-18].

Some studies showed that negative stereotypes are normally made up of mental and physical stereotypes which are more common in western countries [19]. Yet, the studies in Asian cultures present contradictory results [7, 20]. The effect of negative stereotypes of aging is so great that some old people refuse to accept the truth and limitations by using cosmetic surgery, hair dye and anti-aging products [20].

In the theme lost independence, it was revealed that an average Iranian old person likes doing daily tasks by him/her despite the physical limitations may have. The ability to keep their independence was so important to them that most of them preferred death to dependence. Maintaining independence and control on their surroundings and prevailing conditions are some factors affecting the elderly’s feeling towards old age and their health [21]. In the studies about science of old folk, independence consists of not only physical ability, but also other aspects of life such as economy, politics, etc [22]. In most papers published about the perception of aging, some traces for independence and unwillingness to dependency can be seen in the words of the elderly [22,23]. In Sijuwade’s study entitled
as attitudes toward old age, the worst part of aging was determined to be dependency and reduced physical performance [17]. Being alone physically and feeling lonesome are some of the themes mentioned by the elderly. Loneliness is an individual unpleasant experience which is negative, tormenting, hard and painful leading to a sort of hopelessness, depression, lack of dignity and fear. In fact, the elderly experienced loneliness, rejection and marginalization, and the feeling of being gradually forgotten tormented them. This has been considered as a leading factor for arousing negative views in the elderly [24,25]. However, some studies mentioned positive effects resulting from being alone [22,23].

Study limitations Although inclusion of 10 older adults is considered a fairly robust sample size in phenomenological research, there are limitations. Another limitation is that there may be unreported views and uncovered themes that participants did not think of during the interview or observation.

**Conclusion**
By understanding old age through the elderly who have directly experienced this period the sense of old age would become clearer. In this study, based on the statements made by the participating elderly people, three main themes have been obtained: aging agony, lost independence, marginalization which are associated with the elderly’s lost dignity. The participating elderly people, having experienced old age hardships and other people’s negative viewpoints, described the old age as a sort of stigmatization which had threatened their individual independence. They felt lonesome and marginalized in the society. Though this perception is not generalizable to the whole population of the elderly, it can shed light on the situation and feelings this group can provide experts and employees in various sanitary, training and social departments with invaluable data and help them through the actions like better planning for giving service to and communicating with the elderly.
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